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OUR TEAM

Asst. Prof. Dr. C han TAŞTAN

FMF

Beste GELSİN

Buket BUDAKLAR

Buse BARAN

CF

Hasret ARAZ

Hale Ahsen BABAR

EB

Cemre Can İNCİ

İlayda ÇAVRAR

Özüm KILIÇ

•
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RaDiChal'21
WHO WE ARE ?
It is known that there are more than 7000 rare disease varieties worldwide.The
incidence of these diseases, especially in our country, is quite high compared to
other countries. Common relative marriages can be shown as the biggest reason
for this.Many of these diseases caused by genetic problems are not treated
today. Treatments are very expensive. In order to look for a way out for
individuals with rare diseases when these and other problems are seen and
ultimately to be able to lead different studies in order to find a cure, under the
leadership of our founding director of RaDiChal, Asst. Prof. Dr. Cihan Taştan
(Uskudar University TRGENMER Coordinator and HiDNA Ceo), the RaDiChal
team was formed with undergraduate students. Our competition, which was
launched in line with this team, is a competition aimed at conducting genetic
research on rare diseases and their treatments throughout Turkey and
internationally.
Mission
As Rare Disease Challange (RaDiChal), undergraduate, graduate or Doctoral
students who will design gene therapies for individuals with rare diseases are our
target audience. We set out with the belief that there is hope for every disease,
that a cure exists.
Vision
It is our aim not to include the word "disease" in people with rare diseases, to
make them realize that they are rarely beautiful people.For this reason, genetic
engineering, which is the most important technology of the 21st century, and the
development of genetic treatments in our country, the development of domestic
and value-added gene therapy products and the creation of experienced
manpower in this field is our ultimate vision.
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RaDiChal'21
Target Diseases

FAMİLY MEDİTERRANEAN
FEVER (FMF)
Familial Mediterranean Fever( Familial Mediterranean Fever; FMF); It is an hereditary
disease that is revealed by pains in the abdomen, lungs and joints with recurrent high
fever. Familial Mediterranean fever disease, which is caused by inflamed attacks
triggered by the body by the body for genetic reasons, is defined as an autoinflammatory disease. In short, due to hereditary gene mutation, an unsericable
inflammatory condition occurs and the immune system cannot deal with it. Amyloidosis,
which is also seen with the disease, can cause damage to organs by causing protein to
accumulate outside the tissues. Family Mediterranean fever is usually diagnosed in
childhood. There is no definitive cure for the disease and complaints can take on a lifesize. However, thanks to the herbal drug "Colchicine", which was developed in the
1970s, fever and pain attacks can be controlled and prevented in a very large way.
Patients can live their lives healthy in a way that attacks are very few and at least
violent or not at all.In order to treat the disease effectively, it is necessary to start
using drugs by diagnosing it early. For this, people with recurrent ad-onstiation need to
be closely monitored, otherwise there may be delays in diagnosis. Diagnosis, treatment
and follow-up of the disease is carried out by the Rheumatologist.
Early diagnosis of Family Mediterranean Fever, a common health problem in our
country, is important for preventing harms and life-threatening risks by start treatment
at the right time.Mediterranean fever is a genetic disease and has a high incidence in
our country. Jews, Armenians, Arabs, Italians, Greeks and Turks living in the
Mediterranean basin are the most common ethnic groups of the disease. However,
today it is seen in other countries. It is known that there are 10,000 Mediterranean
fever patients worldwide. The disease is transmitted through the timid gene. His
parents can be seen in children with this gene mutation. Only one parent carrier and
the other healthy children do not give symptoms of the disease.The gene responsible
for the disease was identified in 1997, and today the disease is defined as disruption of
the organism's response to inflammation as a result of mutations in the MEFV gene.
Mutation in the MEFV gene prevents suppression of inflammation in the body.
However, the physiological effects that started the attack are not clear.
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RaDiChal'21
Target Disease

CYSTIC FIBROSIS (CF)

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is an hereditary disease that affects mucus and sweat
glands in the respiratory system, digestive system and reproductive system from
birth. Cystic Fibrosis in particular significantly affects the function of the lungs,
pancreas, liver, intestines, sinues and genitals. In people with this disease, the
mukus in the body thicken and become sticky. In this case, it causes the person
to have difficulty breathing and increases the likelihood of developing a serious
lung infection.The disease also affects the pancreas, where enzymes necessary
for the digestion of nutrients are secreted, preventing the release of these
enzymes.When digestive enzymes cannot reach the small intestines, food cannot
be properly disintegrated and nutrients are not absorbed. People with cystic
fibrosis may have complaining of nutritional disorders, abdominal pain and
severe constipation.It also causes excessive loss of salt through sweating of the
body, which can lead to excessive fluid loss, heat stroke, fatigue, low blood
pressure and heart conditions. Again, people with this disease may be more
likely to develop diabetes, osteoporosis and infertility.
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is the most common genetic disease of the white race in the
world. Cystic fibrosis is an hereditary disease caused by gene mutation. There is
a 25% chance that children of men and women who are not sick because the
disease is transferred by timid genes, but who carry the disease genes. The CF
gene is found in the 7th chromosome. The most common gene change (mutation)
that leads to disease in this gene is Delta F508.This mutation is seen 70-80%
frequently in western countries and 20-30% in our country. Since the diversity of
mutations seen in our country is very great, mutations cannot be detected in the
screening tests available in a significant number of our patients. Considering
that there are 1903 mutations described so far, genetic research in our patients
can unfortunately become a laborious process. In case of disease in the child,
both parents must be carriers in terms of the disease. If only one of the parents
has a mutation, the child will not be sick.
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RaDiChal'21
Target Disease

EPIDERMOLYSIS BULLOSA (EB)
Epidermolyis bulloza (EB), or butterfly disease (lupus) as it is popularly known; it
is a disease in the congenital and heterogeneous group that occurs as a result of
mutations in structural proteins found in the skin. In rare butterfly disease; tulle
(water-filled blisters) appear in the leg, arm, hand, foot, eye, hips, oral, airway,
esophagus, genital and anal areas. The tulle formed on the skin and mucous
memma usually occurs as a result of applying pressure or multiplying the area.
Even a slight contact is enough for the formation of pheasants. Butterfly
disease, a genetic disease characterized by fragile skin, can lead to infections
and wounds in the body. This disease, which occurs after birth or the first year
of life, usually develops genetically. Water-filled blisters seen in various parts of
the body such as hands, feet, legs, esophagus, orals are the most obvious
findings of butterfly disease. Children born with this disease are also called
"butterfly children", since their skin is as fragile as the wings of a butterfly.
Butterfly disease, which is one of the hereditary diseases, is not known exactly
the cause and there is no definitive treatment. But there are many points that
the patient and his family should pay attention to, both to reduce pain and to
prevent the protection of blisters from infection. Depending on the level of
dehydling in the skin layers and where the blisters form, butterfly disease is
divided into three main groups.
-Epidermolysis Bullosa Simplex
-Epidermolysis Bullosa Junctional
-Dystrophic Epidermolysis Bulloza
Butterfly disease occurs the same often in all races and genders. The cause of
the occurrence of butterfly disease, which is a genetic disease, is not known for
sure.It arises from the presence of the defective nasal, which is hereditary from
the mother or father, and passes to the child.In the rare species of Epidermolysis
Bullosa Aquisita, butterfly disease is not genetic and occurs due to the immune
system.According to some theories, the formation of abnormal proteins that
cause the disease is considered susceptible to changes in heat temperature.
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Dur ng the compet t on per od, each team w ll have a total of 4 meet ngs w th C han Taştan,
where they can deta l the r projects. Each of these meet ngs w ll be held 20 m nutes before the
sem -f nal and 45 m nutes after the sem -f nal.
RaD Chal 2021 cons sts of two parts, sem -f nal and f nal. Our teams that manage to pass the
sem -f nals w ll qual fy for the f nal.
The sem f nal w ll take place n the f rst week of August, and the f nal n the f rst week of
October.
Teams w th a total score of 50 w ll qual fy for the sem -f nals.
The f nal presentat on w ll take 5 m nutes and the quest on and answer sess on w ll take 5
m nutes. Teams w ll be g ven 10 m nutes n total. -1 po nt w ll be deducted for each m nute that
passes the t me.
RaD Chal'21 Box w ll be awarded to teams that pass the sem -f nals.
Each part c pant w ll be g ven a RaD Chal Cert f cate of Part c pat on.
The sem -f nal vot ng of the compet t on w ll be made by the RaD Chal board. F nal vot ng w ll
be made by expert jur es.
Each team part c pat ng n the compet t on w ll be evaluated accord ng to the table below.

GENETIC THERAPY APPROACHES
TRAINING PARTICIPATION
CRISPR GENE EDITING
TRAINING PARTICIPATION

5 POINT

GENE TRANSFER
TECHNOLOGIES TRAINING
PARTICIPATION

5 POINT

CELL CULTURE EDUCATION
PARTICIPATION

5 POINT

GENETIC THERAPY PROJECT

40 POINT

POSTER AND ORAL
PRESENTATION

25 POINT

SOCIAL AWARENESS
ACTIVITIES

rad chal.com

5 POINT

15 POINT
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Compet t on, all undergraduate study ng n Turkey and abroad, graduate and doctoral
students can part c pate.
Each group part c pat ng n the compet t on can cons st of a m n mum of 3 and a max mum
of 5 people.
Students can also form a team by com ng together from several d fferent un vers t es.
Each group can part c pate n the compet t on w th only 1 project.
More than one d fferent team from the same un vers ty can part c pate n the compet t on.
Early entry fee for each group unt l Apr l 1, 2021. It s $ 250.
(After th s date, the reg strat on fee w ll be $ 300.)
The deadl ne for reg strat on s May 1, 2021.
The compet t on fee w ll be pa d through ban, wh ch w ll be sent to the e-ma l addresses
after reg strat on. It s obl gatory to wr te "team name and target d sease name (FMF, CF,
EB)" and depos t unt l 1 May 2021.
The d sease selected at the adm ss on stage cannot be changed later.
After the appl cat on process s completed, a cancellat on request cannot be made.
Dur ng the appl cat on, the logos of the teams must be added n d mens ons (591x591 and
max 2MB) determ ned by RaD Chal.
Contract terms must be approved to complete the appl cat on. (page 11)

rad chal.com
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COMP E T I T I O N C ALENDAR
RaDiChal 2021
target disease:
-FMF
-CF
-EB

Competition
announcement and
application process
(28 February-1 April
2021)
Online conference for
informing
competition teams
(May 2021)

F i na l
De t e r mi n a t i o n o f t h e
b e s t p r o j e c t a n d a wa r d
Poster presentation
a n d 5 - mi n u t e p r o j e c t
presentation
( F i r s t we e k o f Oc t o b e r )

SEMIFINAL

Poster presentation and
5-minute project
presentation
(Determination of finalist
teams in target diseases)
(first week of august)

Trainings to be received
by competition teams
(May-June-July-August)
(Trainings will be given online at
Udemy.com)
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COMPETITION

CONTRACT

1.The preliminary report, poster and 5-minute short presentation of the project to be developed
during the competition will be published on the team-specific page on the radichal.com website,
and we declare in advance that we know and approve that this information will be publicly
published, and we undertake that we will not claim any rights from this information.
2.As the RaDiChal team, we undertake that we will finalize our team name and logo until 01.05.2021
and will not change it.
3. During the RaDiChal competition, the training records of the teams participating in the
competition can be followed by the team members for project development. We acknowledge and
declare that the intellectual property rights regarding the said training videos, images and other
materials belong to the RaDiChal platform, an organization of HiDNA Biotechnology Inc., and that
we will not share the relevant materials with third parties.
4. If it is approved that we qualified for the semifinals in the RaDiChal competition; We undertake to
be an active participant in the contest until the contest is concluded. We agree that if we withdraw
from the competition, we will waive the prizes and RaDiChal Box21.
5. In case of withdrawing from the competition, we accept that 10% deduction from the paid team
registration fee will be made to the bank account we declared within 15 working days, but this fee
will not be refunded to us after 01.05.2021.
6. We declare that we know that if we do not pass the semi-final, we will not be able to receive the
RaDiChal Box'21 kits, but we will receive the RaDiChal participation certificate if we complete the
training.
7. We declare that we know and approve that the points we will collect as a team during the
RaDiChal competition are evaluated by what criteria and only the award results (not the
scoreboard) will be announced at the end of the competition.
8. We declare that we will not request an extra meeting other than the determined meeting numbers
and durations.
9. We declare that we will not record any training and mentoring meetings, such as presentations,
videos, etc. of the RaDiChal competition..
10. The juries in the competition will have access to evaluate all the details of our project. I declare
that I know.
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RADICHAL AWARDS

To everyone nvolved

To our compettors who
made t to the semfnals

To our fnalsts
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What Happened at RaDChal
2020?
SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
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SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
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RADICHAL'20 TEAM

15

RADICHAL BOX'20
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RaDChal'20 Awards
İstanbul Kültür Unversty

RaDChal'20 Champon
SMA Teams #1
Best Poster Award
Gold Medal Award

FA TEAMS # 1

GSD TEAMS # 1

Istanbul Techncal Unversty

Istanbul Techncal Unversty
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RaDChal'20 Team Awards
SOCIAL AWARENESS AWARD

Afyon Kocatepe, Bartın, Htt, Recep Tayyp
Erdoğan, Marmara Unversty

BEST PRESENTATION
AWARD

BEST EDUCATION AWARD

Acıbadem Unversty

Nevşehr Hacı Bektaş Vel, Trakya, Erzurum Techncal, Kocael,
Adana Alparslan Türkeş Scence and Technology Unversty

GOLD MEDAL
AWARDS

SILVER MEDAL
AWARDS

BRONZE MEDAL
AWARDS
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SUPPORT AND SPONSOR
RaDiChal 2020

Istanbul Provincial
Director
Ümit Ünal

A1 Life Science
Ümit Fırat

Intergen

Prof.Dr. Serdar Ceylaner
Prof.Dr. Gülay Ceylaner
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Scence Board
Ümit Fırat

Prof.Dr.Melih
Bulut

Doç.Dr.Gülay
Ceylaner

Doç.Dr.Serdar
Ceylaner

Av.Yıldız Tuğçe
Erduran
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RaDiChal 2020 Effects
“It made me feel useful, especially in a difficult process such as
pandemic conditions. It enabled me to look at events from a different
perspective and get rid of the passive listening position and become
an active learner throughout our education life. ''

''I had the chance to work on my own illness, I learned how a project
is produced under difficult conditions. I will rejoin! ''

''It was the greatest happiness to be on the same platform with my
beloved Cihan Taştan, again, I would like to support every idea and
be on this platform. RaDiChal gave me patience and determination
to be able to hope for families. ''

''It added the ability to come together with people I don't know and
create projects..''
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HiDNA Biotechnology Genetic Software Engineering
Research Development Production Industry and Trade
Corporation

hi-dna.com

hidna.co

hidnaco

HiDNA

DNA Based
Future!
"BlockChain based rare-genetic disease mobile application"

It provides data analysis and health services with expert consultants, related institutions and organizations in
rare diseases and storing the data of individuals with rare diseases on the reliable blockchain infrastructure. With
HiDNApp, it aims to create a mobile ecosystem compatible with KVKK, provided with blockchain infrastructure
and where non-stolen genetic and health data can be processed. Patients will be able to share their data with
companies and health institutions in line with their requests with HiDNApp, where they can download and
upload their data free of charge. At the same time, with the HiDNAMed platform within the application, they will
be able to receive paid consultancy with experts in rare diseases.

DNA CRYPTOLOGY
It aims at multidisciplinary work using medicine and computer science for a DNA-based future.
Thanks to the blockchain security, which is one of the 21st century technologies, it has adopted the vision of
providing data storage and DNA entry systems services to its customers in DNA.
You can log in with your own DNA
password,
-cannot be copied
-cannot be hacked
-unforgettable
-will not disappear
offers an entry system.

With the DNA Fingerprint technology we developed as a HiDNA initiative, BranDNA safetiy certificates are
created as brand reliability. Thus, it provides a great security to prevent brands from being duplicated. It also
provides a solution to problems such as product duplication, which has become a big problem for companies.
reduces it to zero completely. It guarantees the originality of every product purchased by the customer.
BranDNA Safety can be applied to any personalized product, including bags, glasses, clothing, shoes and
jewelry.

Jury special prize
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CRISPR VALLEY

Pre order ;
cr sprvalley.com

Ready to explore the World of CRISPR technology?
Have a Un que Exper ence!
CRISPR VALLEY s a place where all CRISPR technology methods are
gathered under one roof. It has never been eas er to perform CRISPR
on bacter a and human cells.

Here you can part c pate n events related to CRISPR.
You can attend workshops w th us us ng the CRISPR DIY k t.
W th the CRISPR DIY K t, you can make your own CRISPR
exper ment.

CRISPR DIY KIT
Th s k t conta ns everyth ng you need to make prec se genome ed ts
n bacter a at home, nclud ng Cas9, gRNA, and Template DNA
template for a sample exper ment.
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TO APPLY ;
https://rad chal.com/

rared seasechal@gma l.com

@rad challenge

@Rad Challenge

RaD Chal- Rare D sease
Challenge
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